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Day 9   #27

Summary
1. Conditions in Eritrea – why we came to Ethiopia
2. Support from Ethiopia
3. How we came destitute to Ethiopia

Video Segment Translation

Day 9, #27 Segment <At Afar Region>
↓↓ 18:21—18:25 We were in a very difficult situation [in Eretria]

18:29—18:41 There is lack of security. Someone who left his home with his
cattle might never come back. His cattle are left as victims of

wild animals.

18:42—19:01
Someone who is traveling for his business can be taken away
while traveling. If he comes back to his home, he can be taken

away in the middle of the night.
19:02—19:10 If he had a chance to get home, he was taken away the next day.

19:47—19:58 The people who have been sentenced, live in a very difficult
situation.

19:58—20:15
Everyone knows that a country without security is not a good
country. That’s why we are here. We have children without
fathers, wives without husbands and brothers without elder

brothers.
20:32—20:46 We came here separately, traveling day and night to save our

lives.

21:18—21:26 Because of Shabiya (Eritrean regime] we were in a very difficult
situation.

21:31—21:35 We are here; it doesn’t mean another country is better than our
country.

21:44—21:53 Our coming here doesn’t mean we prefer to be dependent on
someone else.



21:31—21:35 country.

21:44—21:53 Our coming here doesn’t mean we prefer to be dependent on
someone else.

22:06—22:12 We are the people who fled from a very difficult situation.
22:49—23:01 Because of the regime, but not the country.  Thank you.

23:08—23:14 It is emotionally difficult for me to speak out about
what happened to me.

23:27—23:36 If I speak… I am the women in front of whom
       26 men had been killed.

23:59—24:06 Secondly, I am the women whose 15 men are in jail.

24:14—24:20 I am not speaking because I will get help from you.
Only because you asked me what has happed.

24:50—24:54 We came here without shoes.
24:58—25:01 We came here without clothes.
25:05—25:11 We came with empty hands.
25:14—25:17 Without water, we were thirsty.
25:22—25:25 Without food, we were hungry.
25:27—25:34 At night, we were walking following the moon.
25:40—25:44 During the daytime, following the sun.
25:49—26:02 They killed the last person of our group when we were crossing

the border [into Ethiopia].

26:16—26:25 Afraid of the regime, we put the dead bodies into a hut.
There was no burial.

26:33—26:37 We didn’t come here together, we came separately.
26:41—26:46 Women didn’t come with their husband and children.

26:51—27:00 Husbands didn’t bring wives and children with them. They came
alone to save their lives.

27:06—27:15 When we came here, we didn’t have shoes and clothes. They
welcomed us.

27:34—27:37 We are orphans without parents.
27:43—27:47 Here, we found “mothers and fathers” [the Ethiopian

government].
27:54—27:58 We were hungry, they gave us foods.
28:02—28:05 We were thirsty, they gave us water.
28:21—28:25 They gave us shelter.
28:28—28:32 They gave us clothes.
28:34—28:46 Here, we get everything. We are now in good shape.
29:03—29:06 I have no country to go back to.

29:12—29:21
We didn’t come here because we prefer another county or to be

dependent on someone else. We fled to save our lives. Right now
we live here and get everything.

29:36—29:39 Our life is in peace here.
29:44—29:52 The person who gets security, he is satisfied about anything.
29:56—30:00 The person, who lacks security, can’t improve.
30:05—30:11 We came here because of lack of security.
30:24—30:27 Here we live in peace.


